An algorithm is presented for identifying all garbage message logs in systems requiring message logging to record in-transit messages. The approach is based on a previously derived method for identifying garbage checkpoints by means of recover31 line transformation and decomposition.
on fail-stop processors and, for the purpose of presentation, each process is considered an individual recovery unit. We do not assume a piecewise deterministic model. This implies that whenever the sender of a message m rolls back and unsends m, the receiver which has already processed m must also roll back to undo the effect of m. Let c+ denote the zth checkpoint (z 2 0) of process pi (0 5 i 5 N -1), where N is the number of processes in the system. Two checkpoints c++l and ~j ,~ are then considered inconsistent if there is any message sent by p j after cj,y and processed by pi before q,*+l (or equivalently cj,y happened-before c++l [3] ) or vice versa. In contrast, when the receiver pi of a message m' rolls back and unreceives m' the sender p j may not need to roll back to unsend m' because such an in-transit message m' can be retrieved either through a reliable end-toend transmission protocol or from a message log.
During normal execution, each process periodically and independently takes its checkpoints. The interval between + and r. ++l is called the zth checkpoint interval of pi, denoted by (i,z). Each message is tagged with the process number and the current checkpoint interval number of the sender, and each receiver pi performs direct dependency tracking [6] as follows: if a message sent from p j during (j,y) is processed by pi during (i, z), the direct dependency of c++l on ~j ,~ is recorded.
A garbage collection procedure can be periodically invoked by any process pi. First, pi collects the direct dependency information from all the other processes to construct the checkpoint graph [5] . Then the rollback propagation algorithm is applied to the checkpoint graph to determine the global recovery line, before which all the checkpoints and message logs are obsolete and can be discarded. When any process initiates a rollback, it starts a similar procedure for recovery. The current volatile states of the surviving processes are treated as additional virtual checkpoints [l] for constructing an extended checkpoint graph of which the recovery line is called the local recovery line and indicates the consistent rollback state.
3: Optimal message log reclamation
Since the purpose of message logging is to record in-transit messages needed for rollback recovery, a message log is nongarbage if and only if it can become an in-transit message with respect t o (or intersect) a possible future recovery line. We model a process execution as consisting of a number of operational sessions [l] and recovery sessions, where an operational session is the interval between the start of normal execution and the instance of rollback initiation, and between two consecutive operational sessions is a recovery session.
3.1: Recovery Line Transformation a n d Decomposition
Based on the previous description of checkpoint consistency, we define a consistent global checkpoint as a set of N checkpoints, one from each process, no two of which are related through the happened-before relation. A recovery line refers to the "latest available" consistent global checkpoint.
Since a checkpoint graph represents program dependency, vertices must be added to and removed from the graph according to a specific set of rules. In an operational session, new vertices are added to the checkpoint graph and cannot have any outgoing edges to any existing vertices (If a graph G' can be obtained by adding new vertices to another graph G in this way, G' is called a potential supergraph of G.) In a recovery session, existing vertices after the local recovery line are removed from the checkpoint graph. The above rules for checkpoint graph evolution then determine the possible future checkpoint graphs, and therefore the possible future recovery lines. Transformation within a n operational session: First we consider G, and Gd, where G, is at the beginning of a new operational session and Gd is a potential supergraph of G,. Given the recovery line RL(Gd), we replace the checkpoints X , Y , and 2 which are not in G, with their corresponding new-nodes P, Q, and R of G,, as shown in Figure 2 
R t ( G d )
is an immediate supergraph of G,.
Transformation across a recovery session: We next consider G, and Gb which is the checkpoint graph at the end of the first operational session (without the virtual checkpoints). Given the recovery line RL(G,), we replace the two new-nodes Q and R, which are contributed by the rolled-back processes in the first recovery, with their corresponding checkpoints on the local recovery line, namely, C and D . RL(G,) is then transformed into R C ( G f ) = { A , B , P, C, D}, where G f is recognized as an immediate supergraph of Gb. (G -?ti) ).
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For example, the recovery line of G, = G -{no, n1, 713,714) in Figure 2 (e) has the following decomposition (referring to Figure 3) :
mZn( { A Bi 122,123, n4,nO,I, 7~1 , J, C, D}) = { A , B , n~, C, D}.
3.2: Message Log Reclamation
Based on recovery line transformation and decomposition, it has been shown that the . For the example shown in Figure 3 , while all the checkpoints in G are nonobsolete, only the shaded checkpoints in Figure 3 (f) are nongarbage and need to be retained. We next demonstrate that the set of in-transit messages with respect to the N recovery lines contains all the nongarbage messages.
Instead of considering each individual message, we use its corresponding edge in the checkpoint graph for our discussion. Let (a, b) Therefore, while all the edges in Figure 3 (f) are nonobsolete, only those message logs corresponding to ( E , F ) and ( K , L) need to be retained.
4: Summary
For systems requiring message logging to record in-transit messages, we have derived the necessary and sufficient condition for identifying all garbage message logs, which leads to an optimal message log reclamation algorithm. Combining it with a previous optimal checkpoint reclamation algorithm, we have developed an optimal garbage collection algorithm for minimizing the space overhead of uncoordinated checkpointing.
